Water bottles and sun hats
This week the weather has been very hot
and in school we are encouraging the
children to drink as much as possible.
Therefore, please would you ensure that
your child comes to school with a water
bottle. If your child has a sun hat, please
could they bring that in too.
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Learning this week

Pre-Learning
Maths: Next week we will be continuing
to subtract numbers. We will still focus
on the place value of numbers. It would
be beneficial to talk to your child to
practise counting in backwards in
different steps, such as 2, 5 and 10s.
When they are confident get them to
count backwards from different
numbers. EG start on 15 and count back
in 2s.

English: This week in English we have been
Class Assembly
A reminder to say that Aslan and BFG’s class
assembly is on Monday 26th June at 9am. It
would be great to see you all there.
Fine diner/Proud cloud
Our fine diner is Auden. For being having wonderful
manners when having her lunch
Our proud cloud is Eddie. For working really hard on
explaining what happens when there are too many ones
in an addition question

Have a lovely weekend! 
Mrs Moss and Mrs Parker

continuing to learn about Explanation texts. We
used our class text and made one change to the
explanation text. We then planned the new
explanation text and then wrote it. As a class, we
did a lot of shared writing so we used the correct
language and structure. We worked on
organising our writing into paragraphs.

Maths: This week we have been learning about
addition and subtraction. We have been looking
at regroup the ones when there is more than 10.
We then started to think about subtracting
numbers and using partitioning to help subtract
2 digit numbers from 2 digit numbers. This again
reminded us of the place value of numbers.

Things to remember

 Library books - Wednesday.
 Please be prompt collecting your
children at the end of the school
day.
 PE every Tuesday and Friday
 Home Learning book to be
returned every Wednesday
 Lunch at Lydekker park every
Monday
 Class assembly is on Monday
26th June at 9.00am

